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Felix Paul Greve, Else Plötz, and their alter-egos, Frederick Philip Grove
and Baroness Elsa von Freytag Loringhoven, are enjoying renewed interest.
Both artists have had biographies published recently. Each of their lives
are fascinating. e way in which Greve refashioned himself into Grove is
relatively well known; in fact, scholars’ interest in Greve/Grove’s life often
seems to eclipse interest in his works themselves. Meanwhile, Baroness
Elsa has come into the spotlight in her own right, as her significant presence in New York’s Dada scene is acknowledged. eir artistic lives seem
to have diverged as their romantic lives did, with the Baroness turning
to avant-garde artistic performance, while Greve/Grove turned to literary naturalism. Each is difficult to talk about. e problem of classifying
these two figures extends even to their names: which name should one
use when referring to either of them, and when? One solution is to reduce
Greve/Grove to his initials , as do the editors of a new anthology, but
what then of the Baroness? Elsa and Else exist uneasily together under the
label .
In e Politics of Cultural Mediation: Baroness Elsa von Freytag-Loringhoven and Felix Paul Greve, editors Paul Hjartarson and Tracy Kulba collect
essays that examine these two divided and mercurial figures. eir goal is to
“interrogate the contact zone of cultures and contribute to a more historicised understanding of the influences and innovations of the Baroness and
 as artist-producers in shifting social-cultural-institutional fields of production.” To this end, they unite the collection under the rubric of cultural
mediation, an elastic term meaning the ways that an individual negotiates
identity within his or her culture, the ways that an individual negotiates his
or her identity between cultures, and the constraints that a culture in turn
applies to the individual. Hjartarson and Kulba describe the collection as
“engag[ing] the writings and performances of the Baroness and  in three
key ways: by translating their texts; by examining the Baroness and 
as ‘cultural migrants’; and by analysing these two artist-producers as the
subjects and objects of mediation in shifting social-institutional contexts.”
e collection is organized into three sections, though these sections do not
correspond to the three categories of mediation, with the first two sections
looking at Plötz/von Freytag-Loringhoven and Greve/Grove respectively,

and the last section containing an essay by Greve on Oscar Wilde in the
original German and with an English translation by Paul Morris.
Essays in the first section, e Baroness and the Politics of Cultural
Mediation, are primarily biographical. “Limbswishing Dada in New York:
Baroness Elsa’s Gender Performance,” by Irene Gammel, situates the Baroness in the centre of the artistic turmoil that followed the controversial
Armory Show in . Initially, the Baroness worked as a model, but soon
seized control of artistic production, making her body not the subject of
artistic endeavour, but an artistic endeavour unto itself. In decorating her
body with bizarre objects, shaving and painting her head, and cross-dressing, the Baroness became “the living Dada.” is embodiment, Gammel
argues, marks the Baroness’s art as different than that of male Dadaists.
Walking the streets bedecked in vegetables, with tomato cans for a bra, the
Baroness simultaneously drew male attention and parodied it, representing
the commodified female object and rejecting that role. e result, suggests
Gammel, is a shocking androgyny that challenged both traditional ideas of
art, and also the Dadaist movement that inspired it. Richard Cavell’s essay
“Baroness Elsa and the Aesthetics of Empathy: A Mystery and a Speculation” also locates the Baroness within the New York Dada scene. Taking
at his starting point a sketch of important Dada figures by Richard Boix,
Cavell speculates convincingly that the mysterious, angular sculpture
enigmatically titled “La Femme,” long a source of interest by critics, is a
representation of the Baroness in full performance mode. Like Gammell,
Cavell stresses the embodied aspects of the Baroness’s art, seeing it as
representing “a notion of the interface between the mechanical and the
organic, the abstract and the sensual, the fixed point of view and multiple
viewpoints.” Such an interface demonstrates a kind of empathic embodiment, which again Cavell sees as differentiating the Baroness from other
Dadaists. While Klaus Martens too locates the Baroness’s uniqueness in the
way that “art and the person form a unity” for her, his essay “Two Glimpses
of the Baroness” treats the theatrical training she received before moving
to America. His research suggests that the source of the Baroness’s avantgarde performances predates her New York experience and is rooted in
the German theatre.
e collection’s second section,  and the Politics of Cultural Mediation, opens with Jutta Ernst’s “Il me faut forger une arme de la littérature:
 Among the Magazines,” which details the strategies by which Greve
sought publication and influence through correspondence with significant
figures such as Andre Gide. “Of Life and Art:  and the Writing of Oscar
Wilde into Settlers of the Marsh” by Paul Morris turns from biography to
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literary analysis, tracing the influence of Wilde on Greve, and showing
how that influence is manifest in Grove’s novel. Greve felt that Wilde’s
aesthetics were flawed in that they did not attempt to balance life and art.
Settlers of the Marsh, Morris argues, shows Grove attempting to correct
this imbalance in his construction of the relationship of Niels and Clara.
Because Niels cannot maintain the appropriate balance and is in some
ways consumed by Clara’s “art,” disaster results. Only with the removal of
Clara and the correction of Niels’s perspective is closure allowed. e last
essay in this section, “‘Out of the Wastage of All Other Nations’: ‘Enemy
Aliens’ and the ‘Canadianization’ of Felix Paul Greve” by Paul Hjartarson,
examines social pressures brought to bear on the perceived “enemy alien,”
and how this social context may have influenced Greve’s reconstruction
of his identity. Hjartarson argues convincingly that  would have been
acutely aware of hostilities towards “foreigners,” and that he deliberately
recreated himself (as Swedish rather than German, for example) in ways
that dominant Canadian culture would find acceptable. Further, Hjartarson
suggests that in his success as an English-Canadian author, Grove embodied
the desired result of immigration: assimilation of the foreigner and conversion of him into an upstanding member of civil society.
While this is a perfectly fine collection of essays as it is, the editors’
attempts to provide a theoretical framework for the collection cause all
sorts of unnecessary difficulties. is is not a theoretical collection, nor
does it have to be. As a result, Hjartarson and Kulba’s insistence on the idea
of cultural mediation, and their constant reiteration of the word “mediation” in their introduction, serves not to unify the collection, but to point
to the distance between the introduction and the articles themselves. In
their attempt to use cultural mediation as a unifying trope, the editors have
to make the concept so malleable that it loses most of its meaning. Ernst’s
article on Greve is an example of an article that is not well served by the
vague “cultural mediation” label. Ernst provides a good look at how Greve
tried to get into certain literary circles by publishing in particular magazines
and courting certain individuals. But as Greve is certainly not unique in this
practice, how does his self-promotion differ from any other artist’s experience? And what exactly is meant by culture—artistic/aesthetic culture, or
national cultures? Putting these articles into this particular context creates
problems that are not present in the essays themselves. ese problems
could likely be circumvented through a thorough definition of cultural
mediation, so that the essays appear to illustrate the theory through specific
examples, rather than the concept appearing as an afterthought that tries
to tie together disparate papers. e collection might be better served by

an introduction that addresses more general issues: what is unique about
Greve and von Freytag-Loringhoven’s experience as artists? What questions
do their experiences raise about other artistic arenas, and what areas are
opened for inquiry as a result of this new scholarship?
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